
Alabama House Alarm Systems from Elite Security Services Improved with the 

Addition of Advanced Digital Keypad Device.  

 

In an endeavor to strengthen their position in Alabama House Alarm Systems industry, 

Elite Security Services has just introduced their new Digital Keypad device to all their 

service plans. The trusted home protection service from the company is available now in 

all major cities across the United States and Canada for an economical price range.   

 

Elite Security Services, America's fastest growing home protection company, have just 

enhanced their Alabama house alarm systems with the introduction of yet another new 

device. This new device, named digital keypad, is now being offered by the company 

with all their home protection packages all over the state. Elite Security Services is one of 

the latest entrants in the American home protection industry and was formed last year by 

well known security consultant Mr. Paul Shakuri. The technologically advanced and 

economically priced service plans from the company have quickly propelled them into a 

position of strength in the industry.   

 

This recent enhancement of their Alabama house alarm systems packages is a 

significant step for the company because the digital keypad device offers of useful 

features for users to conveniently avail emergency assistance. This device not only helps 

in connecting immediately to police departments, fire stations, and paramedics, but also 

informs homeowners about emergency situations that may take place in their house, in 

their absence. The device is equipped with a sophisticated voice verification system and 

sends security alerts whenever any of the monitored windows or doors is opened by an 

unsolicited person. Announcing the introduction of this new device in Alabama, the 

company owner Mr. Shakuri stated, "We are happy to offer our advanced digital keypad 

with all our service plans in Alabama. This device has excellent features to make life 

easier for all of you".  

 

Elite Security Services presently offers three cost effective home protection plans in 

Alabama. Their basic plan is the most economical of them, with a monthly rental of 

$35.99 per month. The other two packages are popular amongst users for their 

extraordinary features. Apart from providing some of the most efficient home 

surveillance plans in Alabama, the company also plays its part in spreading security 

awareness amongst common men in this region. The introduction of the digital keypad 

device has been welcomed by the Alabama house alarm systems industry experts.   

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-880-9569 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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